
CLASSIC DECORATED SWAN SIDE CHAIR

Model: CH OO

Classic Decorated Swan Side Chair.

A light and delicately decorated chair from an example dating from the English Regency period.

Solid wood is used throughout to produce this complicated and highly decorative chair. A huge amount of
craftsmanship goes into the various elements, from the turning of the legs, to the hand shaping and

carving of the back, and also to the hand caning of the seat.

Classic Chairs' own master gilders, decorators and finishing experts have added gilding and also the
beautifully hand painted details resulting in a truly outstanding chair.

As with all cane seated chairs, a squab cushion should be used. Illustrated here is a highly elaborate
squab appropriate to the period of the chair, with ruched sides, corded edgings and interlaced cording to

the buttoned surfaces.
Dimensions (mm): w 520 d 480 h 860, sh 420

Fabric required (m): 1.2m + pattern repeat
Optional: 4.5m flanged cord



A matching elbow chair is available: model CH OOA
Stock: to order

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Classic Decorated Swan Side Chair.

Model CH OO
A light and delicately decorated chair from an example dating from the English Regency period.

Solid wood is used throughout to produce this complicated and highly decorative chair. A huge amount of
craftsmanship goes into the various elements, from the turning of the legs, to the hand shaping and carving of

the back, and also to the hand caning of the seat.
Classic Chairs' own master gilders, decorators and finishing experts have added gilding and also the beautifully

hand painted details resulting in a truly outstanding chair.

As with all cane seated chairs, a squab cushion should be used.

Illustrated here is a highly elaborate squab appropriate to the period of the chair.  It has ruched fabric sides,
corded edgings and interlaced cording to the buttoned surfaces.

A matching elbow chair is available: model CH OOA


